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Abstract: Landslides can lead to high impacts in less developed countries, particularly in tropical
environments where a combination of intense rainfall, active tectonics, steep topography, and high
population density can be found. However, the processes controlling landslide initiation and their
evolution through time remains poorly understood. Here we show the relevance of the use of
the multi-temporal differential radar interferometric (DInSAR) technique to characterise ground
deformations associated with landslides in the rapidly-expanding city of Bukavu (DR Congo).
We use 70 COSMO-SkyMed synthetic aperture radar images acquired between March 2015 and
April 2016 with a mean revisiting time of eight days to produce ground deformation rate maps and
displacement time series using the small baseline subset approach. We find that various landslide
processes of different ages, mechanisms, and states of activity can be identified. Ground deformations
revealed by DInSAR are found consistent with field observations and differential GPS measurements.
Our analysis highlights the ability of DInSAR to grasp landslide deformation patterns affecting the
complex tropical-urban environment of the city of Bukavu. However, longer time series will be
needed to infer landside responses to climate, seismic, and anthropogenic drivers.
Keywords: DInSAR; landslide; validation; tropical environment; urban environment

1. Introduction
Landslides represent significant hazards in dissected landscapes, where they can result in fatalities
and damage to infrastructure and the natural environment. Landslides can lead to high impacts in less
developed countries, particularly in tropical environments, where a combination of intense rainfall,
active tectonics, highly-weathered lithology, and high population density can be found [1–5]. Landslide
frequency in these regions is expected to increase in the future in response to increasing demographic
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pressure, deforestation and climate change [6–8]. In addition, the processes controlling the timing of
landslide initiation and their evolution through time remain poorly understood [1,9].
Kinematics is a key knowledge for understanding landslide processes. Such knowledge can bring
information on, e.g., temporally- and spatially-variable stresses acting within landslides, their boundary
geometries, external forcing conditions, and characteristics of future landslide movement [10].
Characterization of such deformations benefits greatly from the combination of modern monitoring
techniques with increased spatiotemporal resolution and adapted to the deformation dynamics,
the scale of deforming area and the environmental context. Ideally, a combination of satellite
remote sensing, ground-based monitoring techniques, and field observations offers the best options
(e.g., [10–13]).
In the tropics, the frequent cloud cover limits the use of optical satellites imagery [14]. In such
a context, the all-weather, day and night acquisition capabilities of radar are an asset. In particular,
the use of multi-temporal differential synthetic aperture radar interferometry (DInSAR) techniques
such as permanent scatter interferometry (PSI [15,16]) or small baseline subset (SBAS [17,18]) offers
millimetre accuracy, high temporal and areal density of measurements that are especially suited for
the detection and monitoring of slow ground surface deformations [19–24]. These multi-temporal
techniques, moreover, limit the effect of atmospheric artefacts [20,25] that are potentially important
over these tropical areas [26,27]. In recent years, many authors have applied these techniques using
products from second-generation X-band SAR sensors, such as the German TerraSAR-X and the
Italian COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) constellation, taking advantage of the improved spatial and temporal
resolution to make accurate measures of surface deformation (e.g., [28–33]). The characteristics
of these sensors make them particularly suited for detailed and fine-scale study of landslides in
urbanised environments [28,30,34,35]. Indeed, in those areas, the abundance of anthropic structures
with stable backscattering properties increases the density of measurable coherent target (i.e., persistent
scatters [28,32]).
In the present study, we show the relevance of multi-temporal DInSAR techniques to characterise
the kinematics of landslides in a complex and data-scarce tropical-urban environment. The region of
interest lies in the city of Bukavu (DR Congo), a rapidly expanding urban area set in a landslide-prone
environment [36,37]. We follow a two-step validation procedure involving geomorphological mapping
and differential GPS (DGPS) measurements to assess the capability of DInSAR to detect and characterise
the ground deformations affecting the city.
2. Study Area
The city of Bukavu is located in the Democratic Republic of Congo, on the southern shore
of Lake Kivu in the western branch of the East African Rift (Figure 1). Bukavu counts currently
~800.000 inhabitants and is characterised by a rapid uncontrolled expansion [38]. A large part of
the city is affected by landslides [36,37]. These continuous ground movements are responsible for
recurring degradation and destruction of houses, buildings, and roads, but also of water networks
and sewerage infrastructures [36]. The processes affect particularly new inhabitants living in poor
conditions. These newcomers are often forced to relocate from rural areas to the city due to the conflicts
affecting the region for years. They have no choice but to settle in steep and unstable areas, where they
also contribute to landslides by altering, e.g., the water drainage [39].
The N–S elongated rift offers general E–W slope orientations. Such a geometry is ideally suited to
the use of space-borne DInSAR techniques that are more sensitive to deformations in E–W and vertical
directions rather than N–S because of the sub-polar orbits of the SAR satellites (e.g., [40]). Furthermore,
the active tectonic of the rift is responsible for the frequent occurrence of earthquakes [41,42] that,
in combination with the intense rainfall are, in part, responsible for the triggering and reactivation of
landslides in the region [3].
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Since standard multi-temporal interferometric software do not generally provide estimates of
the measurement accuracy (e.g., [57]), the latter is frequently evaluated by comparing the DInSAR
deformation time series with the one obtained from permanent GNSS stations in the area (e.g.,
[18,58]) or by performing statistical analysis of the signal to estimate the phase noise component (e.g.,
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Since standard multi-temporal interferometric software do not generally provide estimates of
the measurement accuracy (e.g., [57]), the latter is frequently evaluated by comparing the DInSAR
deformation time series with the one obtained from permanent GNSS stations in the area (e.g., [18,58])
or by performing statistical analysis of the signal to estimate the phase noise component (e.g., [57,59]).
Generally, the accuracy of DInSAR measurements varies from 1 to 5 mm/year (e.g., [18,26,59]); a value
that depends strongly on the sensor wavelength, the number of acquisitions and interferograms
processed and other parameters such as the general coherence over the area. Since no permanent
GNSS station was acquiring in the study area during the entire investigated period, we estimate
the accuracy of the DInSAR measurements by analysing the noise present in the deformation signal
recorded. The residual phase noise was evaluated by computing the standard deviation of the signal
within a 1 km2 subset of the deformation map that is showing a low signal to noise ratio. This area
surrounds the location of the BUK station that can be considered as stable. That standard deviation is
used as a proxy for the accuracy of the displacement rate measurement.
3.2. Geomorphological Landslide Inventory
In order to validate the captured DInSAR deformations, we assembled a landslide inventory for a
large hillslope oriented towards the east and known for currently being affected by ground instability
(Figure 3). The inventory is built from combining intense field survey with visual interpretation of
historical aerial photos from 1959 and very high-resolution Pléiades images from 2013. The hillslope is
affected by landslides in various and contrasting land use and land cover contexts (very dense habitat,
large roads, moderate vegetation, bare soils, and forests). The largest landslides show morphological
characteristics of large deep-seated rotational slides (classification based on [60]). They predate clearly
the first city settlements. Some are quite eroded and look pretty old and stable (classified here as very
old) whilst others seem more recent and have parts that show current deformation activity (classified
as old). Among those landslides stands the largest one (1.5 km2 ) in a slum neighbourhood named
Funu. This landslide is known for being very active and having some parts continuously moving.
Rotational over its trigger area, this slide shows flow-like features in its runout and accumulation
zones. This slide is densely populated, with ~80.000 people (most of them very poor) living on it [38].
3.3. DGPS Measurements
DGPS measurements were carried out in static acquisition mode with Leica GX1230 (Leica
Geosystems AG, Heinrich-Wild-Strasse 9435 Heerbrugg, Switzerland) dual-frequency receivers at
six benchmarks; five being spread across this large 1.5 km2 landslide, one outside in a stable area.
Measurements were taken between January 2015 and October 2016. Benchmarks are solid concrete
structures that were already in place, such as a water fountain or street curb. In the particular social
context of the study area, these structures are more certain to remain in place compared to new
structures (e.g., survey point nails) that could easily be damaged or removed by local inhabitants.
The reference point is the same as the one used for the calibration of the DInSAR-derived displacements.
The receiver at the roving points was left in place for five minutes with a data acquisition set at every
second. Measurement duration at roving sites is constrained by the safety of operators and equipment
in this very densely populated and poor area, although we acknowledge that position accuracy would
increase from longer sessions [61]. To anticipate the tropospheric delay near the equator, a maximum
geometric dilution of precision has been set to five during measurements [62]. Data were processed
with Leica Geosystems post-processing software in order to calculate the relative position changes
of the benchmarks. Post-processing integrated precise ephemeris data for each DGPS campaign,
respectively. With a maximum baseline of 2.4 km, all ambiguities have been solved. The accuracy
achieved for the DGPS locations was evaluated to 7.5 mm for the horizontal component and 16.5 mm
for the vertical component. These uncertainties refer to the internal precision of the measurement, field
conditions, and data post-processing. We assumed that all benchmarks and the reference station move
at the same rift opening rate (~2 mm/year [42]).

months (evaluated through a linear regression) instead from the use of shorter displacement time
series that are less stable (Figure S1). Given the vertical and horizontal DGPS accuracy (16.5 and 7.5
mm, respectively) and the satellite looking angle in ascending and descending orbits (42 and 49
degrees, respectively), the accuracy of individual DGPS measures in the LOS direction is 14 mm in
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and
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Figure 3. (a) Limit and relative age of the landslides inventoried over the large hillslope. The red
Figure 3. (a) Limit and relative age of the landslides inventoried over the large hillslope. The red
diamond represents the position of the BUK GNSS station (Kivu-G-Net; [52]). The 1 km2 circle
diamond represents the position of the BUK GNSS station (Kivu-G-Net; [52]). The 1 km2 circle
corresponds to the area selected to evaluate the DInSAR measurements accuracy while the violet
corresponds to the area selected to evaluate the DInSAR measurements accuracy while the violet
diamonds represent the locations of pictures (b,c). Those pictures show views of the large 1.5 km2
diamonds represent the locations of pictures (b,c). Those pictures show views of the large 1.5 km2
landslide (Zone I) where validation through comparison of DGPS measurements and DInSAR results
landslide (Zone I) where validation through comparison of DGPS measurements and DInSAR results
is carried out. Both pictures highlight the main escarpment of this large slide. (b) The view from the
is carried out. Both pictures highlight the main escarpment of this large slide. (b) The view from the
top taken in August 2015. (c) The view taken in February 2014 in the direction of the main escapement
top taken in August 2015. (c) The view taken in February 2014 in the
direction of the main escapement
over a recent follow-up landslide located within the large 1.5 km2 slide. These pictures highlight the
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over
a
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the
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1.5
km
dense urban context of Bukavu, and particularly of the large 1.5 km2 landslide. Notice also the dense
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urbanofcontext
Bukavu,
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presence
metallicofroofs
that constitute
good radar
scatters.
presence of metallic roofs that constitute good radar scatters.

To ensure a consistent comparison of the DGPS and DInSAR displacements, we projected the three
dimensional DGPS displacement vectors into the radar ascending and descending looking geometries
(Figure S1). Since the DGPS data were acquired with a longer revisiting period but for a longer time
span (5–9 acquisitions in 22 months) with respect to the DInSAR data (35 acquisitions per orbit in
13 months), we compared the DGPS deformation rate estimated over the whole period of 22 months
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(evaluated through a linear regression) instead from the use of shorter displacement time series that are
less stable (Figure S1). Given the vertical and horizontal DGPS accuracy (16.5 and 7.5 mm, respectively)
and the satellite looking angle in ascending and descending orbits (42 and 49 degrees, respectively),
the accuracy of individual DGPS measures in the LOS direction is 14 mm in ascending and 12 mm in
descending geometry. The error on the rates at the individual benchmarks varies from 4 to 8 mm/year,
depending on the number of acquisitions.
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Figure 5 shows the data used for the evaluation of the DInSAR measurement accuracy. The area
(1 km2) where these values were gathered surrounds the location of the reference BUK station (Figure
3). This zone is showing a low signal to noise ratio and includes both steep and flat terrain that reflects
the conditions found over the entire study site. Over this stable area, the mean deformation rates
measured by DInSAR is ~4 mm/year in ascending and ~0 mm/year in descending LOS, with a
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LOS and a movement towards the satellite (−6 ± 4 mm/year) in the descending LOS. Additionally,
here, the movement is principally eastwarding. An elongated zone close to the Ruzizi River forms a
third zone of interest (Zone III, see also zoom in S2). This zone shows a clear signal in range increase,
i.e., a movement away from the satellite, for both looking geometries (up to 55 ± 4 mm/year and
33 ± 4 mm/year for the ascending and descending LOS, respectively). This movement is principally
vertical and in subsidence.
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4.3. Comparison of DInSAR Ground Deformations to DGPS Measurements
ascending and descending LOS, respectively.
For a quantitative validation of the ground deformations, we compared the time series of
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deformation measurements and check the stability and consistency of the points used in the
Ground deformation time series (Figure 7) were extracted for five representative points, of which
three correspond to the location of DGPS benchmarks (Figure 6). To reduce the noise in the DInSAR
deformation measurements and check the stability and consistency of the points used in the evaluation
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(ascending
LOS) draped
over a highFigure
deformationmaps
maps
obtained
from
DInSAR
(ascending
LOS) draped
over a
resolution Pléiades image. (a) The absence of measurements is observed over the recent and fasthigh-resolution Pléiades image. (a) The absence of measurements is observed over the recent and
moving follow-up landslide. A combination of several factors can explain the latter: presence of
fast-moving follow-up landslide. A combination of several factors can explain the latter: presence of
vegetation and bare reworked soil, as well as the rapid displacements observed (measured through
vegetation and bare reworked soil, as well as the rapid displacements observed (measured through
DGPS to up to ~550 mm/year eastward and ~240 mm/downward—blue triangles F1, F2, F3). (b) shows
DGPS to up to ~550 mm/year eastward and ~240 mm/downward—blue triangles F1, F2, F3). (b) shows
the lack of scatters observed over a large, flat, clay court (the football stadium). (c) highlights the
the lack of scatters observed over a large, flat, clay court (the football stadium). (c) highlights the impact
impact of the (dense) vegetation on the conservation of the coherence.
of the (dense) vegetation on the conservation of the coherence.
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Ground deformations detected by DInSAR in zone II (Figure S2) shows deformation rates of about
11 ± 4 mm/year in ascending LOS and −6 ± 4 mm/year in descending LOS. Similarly to the large
1.5 km2 landslide, this zone was mapped in the inventory also used for validation as an old landslide
with some parts currently active. On the contrary to the latter, whose major displacement component
is directed towards the east, the movement of the landslide in zone II is mainly oriented towards
the northeast. This topographic context could explain an underestimation of the actual landslide
deformation with DInSAR; this method being ineffective to measure a north–south component of a
slope movement. Ancillary data, such as DGPS measurements, could help to further characterize this.
5.2. DInSAR Deformation Time Series and Landslide Processes
The dense deformation history recorded by the DInSAR time series is another important
product of the processing. Active landslides can exhibit a seasonal movement pattern that is
primarily governed by precipitation and groundwater levels [11,63–65]. Here, the time series over
this slow-moving landslide shows that it was moving at a nearly steady rate over the entire studied
period (12 months), no cyclic trend in the displacement rate being recorded for that specific period
(Figure 7). Another natural potential factor that could affect the displacement rates of active landslides
is seismicity (e.g., [66–70]). The city of Bukavu is commonly affected by earthquakes [41,42,71,72]
and the Mw 5.8 August 2015 earthquake with the epicentre located ~40 km north of the centre of
Bukavu ([52]—Figure 1) could have potentially affected the slope stability over the city [70,73–75].
The displacement time series in Figure 7, however, show no change (anticipated it could be acceleration)
in the deformation rates after this event. A similar absence of velocity change was recorded by DGPS
measurements obtained a few days before and after the August 2015 earthquake (Figure S1). A factor
that could have potentially decreased the effect of the earthquake on the slope deformation velocity is
its occurrence during the dry season.
We are aware that we have to handle these results with caution since we are in an urban context
and anthropogenic activities could play a role on the landslide activity. For example, the presence
of houses, roads, and sewage systems can increase, locally, the water concentration, but, on average,
a decrease of the total amount of infiltrating water is expected over the landslide. It must also
be highlighted that the absence of records of cyclic trends or abrupt changes that would show a
relationship between landslide processes and climatic or seismic triggers could be linked to the
relatively short length (one year) of the time series used. The expansion of the time series presented
here would be of great value to confirm this absence or reveal trends that affect the landslide kinematics
only over longer timeframes.
5.3. Limitations of the DInSAR Technique for Landslide Characterisation
Zone III (Figure S3) is moving locally up to 50 ± 4 mm/year in ascending LOS and 33 ± 4 mm/year
in descending LOS, with a major displacement component showing a subsidence. This relatively
important deformation is affecting an almost flat area where no landslides were mapped nor reported.
Moreover, this area does not have a contrasting soil/lithology from the surroundings that could
explain this local deformation by, for instance, a tendency to compaction. Here, the recent and rapid
urbanisation of the area can probably explain the observed deformation [76,77]. This area remained
cultivated until the early 2000s, while the neighbour zones were urbanized in the 1950s. The effect
of overloading (compaction) potentially combined with drainage/water pumping can explain the
deformation signal recorded by DInSAR. This signal confirms the well-known ability of DInSAR to
capture deformations of various origin. This signal also emphasises the need of different LOS to
understand the direction of movement and multi-sensors/-techniques approaches to limit the risk of
false landslide detection.
The present study also highlights another type of limitation of the technique: the limit in
the maximum detectable displacement. In particular, the fastest surface movements in Zone I,
which corresponds to a recent follow-up landslide within the large 1.5 km2 slide, is not fully captured
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by DInSAR (Figures 6 and 8a). DGPS measurements (benchmarks F1 to F3, Figure 9) show that the
movement of the scatters over this relatively rapid landslide can be of at least ~16 mm (half of the
sensor wavelength; the limit before a phase jump) in about 13 days, assuming a constant displacement
rate. While the fairly high temporal sampling of the CSK SAR image acquisitions (~8 days) should,
in theory, allow the capture of such deformation, the need for keeping a small spatial baseline (<400 m)
led to the coupling of images with longer temporal baselines (up to 96 days). In addition, the areas
directly surrounding this follow-up landslide, although also continuously moving, show displacement
rates of nearly an order of magnitude lower (e.g., benchmark B, located ~85 m away from F3, shows
displacements up to 2 mm over the same period). Both conditions imply a phase difference between
coherent neighbour pixels higher than 2π, leading either to a loss of coherence or an underestimation
of the displacement during the unwrapping of the interferograms. The use of the C-band ESA
Sentinel-1 (λ ≈ 51.2 mm), with 12 days revisiting time and spatial baseline <200 m between subsequent
acquisitions, is expected to allow the full capture of the movement [20]. The low revisit frequency
of Sentinel-1 before early 2017 (24 to 48 days) over the region of interest, however, did not allow a
comparison with CSK results, but calls for future work over the area.
Finally, the suitability of the urban environment for the use of DInSAR stated previously also
highlights, by opposition, the limit of the technique in other land cover contexts, such as vegetated
areas or bare reworked soils, where direct coherence loss and absence of measurements are observed.
Figure 8 shows examples of zones where coherence was lost because of the land cover. In Figure 8a,b
large, flat, clay courts appear totally lacking of measurable coherent targets (in a, the high displacement
rate also playing a role in the loss of coherence), while in c the correlation between vegetation and the
absence of measurements is clear.
6. Conclusions
We show that the multi-temporal DInSAR technique can be used to characterise ground
deformations associated with landslides in the city of Bukavu. Using the SBAS approach, we
produce displacement rate maps and ground deformation time series to identify various landslide
processes of different ages, mechanisms and state of activity. The accuracy of the DInSAR deformation
rates in this complex dual combination of urban and tropical contexts is estimated to ~4 mm/year;
a value consistent with what is usually found in the literature and, in this specific case, probably in
large part associated with the unstable atmospheric properties observed in the tropics. In addition,
ground deformation revealed by DInSAR are found consistent with field observations and DGPS
measurements. However, longer time series will be needed to infer any potential landside response to
climate, seismic, or anthropogenic drivers.
The dense urban fabric, the relatively low velocity of the ground deformations, and the general
eastward topography make the city of Bukavu a particularly interesting site for the use of DInSAR
techniques. Furthermore, the densely populated context over this study area makes the study of the
landslide hazard, and so the appraisal of the performance of methods for its characterisation, more
relevant than ever for the society.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/10/4/626/s1,
Figure S1. DGPS time series for the period January 2015–October 2016; Figure S2. Ground deformation maps and
time series for Zone II; Figure S3. Ground deformation maps and time series for Zone III.
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